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Death the kid hot
In the series of al Soul Eater, death the child, also known as just a child, Ã ¢ is the son of the sad reaper, death himself. It is also a pistolingerer, being the Meister of the Demon Twin Guns. He had various roles, from the student to fighter, by investigating the incidents related to the witch for his father to a day inheriting the position of the Father as
the new Reaper Grim. All in all, the child is a complex character and there are some streni on him casual fans and even some dedicated fans of his may not be aware, "included what revolves around him in the series, his creation and his Role in material promotion, and even what fans think about him. 10 takes its name from a historic figure death the
name of the child is a reference to Billy The Kid, also known as Henry McCarty or William H. Bonney. A famous Outlaw and Gunfighter of the American Old West. Its role as Denist Meister Dimon Twin Guns, a couple known as Liz and Patty Thompson, also seems to be a reference to the historical figure, which was not just a known Gunfighter but in
the end is He also died of a shot of firearm. For their part, Ã ¢ Liz and Patty probably take their surname from the Thompson Submachine gun. 9 His weakness is asymmetry as a perfectionist, the child has an obsession for the things that are sim Metrics and this can be used against him. He hesitates to attack anything he has seen as a symmetrical,
even an opponent. Likewise, he can easily be brought down with any action that makes him lose his symmetry, like cutting his hair. The irony of fate, the asymmetric hair of him are already very taxed for him. This shows quite powerful to beat it even. Generally, it has a nature and a way of sensitive fighting that can be used against him. That being
said, he claimed to seek help so that he can overcome these trends, suggesting that in the end he will lose these weaknesses. The manga shows in particular to learn how to elaborate the fears of him. 8 The familiar situation of him is a complicated child was made by a fragment of his father's soul, the reaper of the sad. For this reason, he doesn't
seem to have a mother. He has a great respect for his father, taking great offense in being insulted and even tolerant him asymmetrical appearance. The child is not the first of the children of Grim Reaper, with his father by creating asura in a similar way. Asura has become essentially raised in a personification of fear, with the child who was created
to counter him. The two brothers have an antagonist relationship. 7 is rather passionate about humans while it is proud of its status by Shinigami, also wanting to inherit the position of his father, he is usually not arrogant of the nature of him, usually leading himself in a human and mature way. He not only proved to have a certain respect and even
faith once again he comments that he was a shinigami created by human standards, suggesting that he thinks of himself as a human part. 6 has very unusual eyes even at first sight, the eyes of the child are somehow unusual, with two shades of gold or yellow around his pupil, pupil,To show its connection to the supernatural. However, the time the
eyes of him becomes truly unique is in his form Grim Reaper, essentially the "true form" of him. After his battle with asura on the moon, the Iris of him now assume ski forms, even if they still remain gold. 5 He really knows the street of him around a skateboarding being a Shinigami gives him a variety of powers, one of which includes summoning his
skateboard, who has the name BeelZebub, at will. While he can ride him as a normal skateboard, he was also able to use it offensively when in battle. He can use it to fly, dare, even Sic on an opponent like an attack. During him attack "Tornado Flip", he can also use it to cut material, like the rope. 4 He is based on handcuffs in his normal clothing, Kid
usually loves to dress abruptly, usually giving a dress, but it was also shown to have a special place in the heart of him for the cloaks. When he is sent on his mission by his father, the Reaper Grim, he gives a similar cloak, sometimes completing his gaze with a mask on the occasion. However, this cloak is not supplied with any of the powers or ability
that his father's cloak has. Despite this lack of power, there is a simple reason why he wears him: he likes the cloak. That said, after his father's death, he takes the cloak, giving him his various powers, how to repair or turn. 3 He has no sense of personal space while this is not a problem in general, when he becomes obsessed with a problem, he will
become so taken with it that he will lose any sense of personal space or boundaries. He showed this habit in various ways: to grab on people walking on people while taking a bath. Even when he appears in Soul Eater Not ,! He showed himself in tsugumi just to arrange her hair. 2 He Has at Pow Songs Kid has a lot of songs that run around him in the
anime. A song that is particularly considered its leitmotif is "So Crazy", which has a lot of influence from 90's R & B music. Another of his songs is the harmonious-heavy hip-hop-influenced "Bang! Bang ! Bang! Bang Have at Nice Dream, "which has a title composed of eight words, probably a grid-out to eight being the favorite number of Kid. Another
song that couples with Liz and Patty is "Sore Ga Bokura no Michishirube". This song probably more than a J-Pop influence compared to the previous songs of him. 1 he is very popular with fans two official popularity surveys have been published in the ranking the characters of Soul Eater, one around chapter 53 and in chapter 100. Not only Kid won
the first official survey, being the most popular character With fans, but his popularity also did not detract at all from the moment the second scrolled survey around: it was once again the more popular. NEXT: 10 Modi Soul Eater is completely different in The Manga Next 10 Unfair Anime Fights (& How The Hero Won Anyway) Related topics About
author John Witiw (422 articles Published) More by John Anime of Wi-Fi x Boy + Black Starby Aoihana The soul The soulfor Kid, but Kid has no love for Soul. Rather, Kid doesn’t know what love is. One day, Soul visits Kid’s dorm and he reaches the limit... Revelations by The group failed to prevent the awakening of the Kishin. However, they have
another problem... When he escaped he didn’t escape empty-handed. [An obvious AU] iNFeCTiONby yuhInfection, it could hit anyone. Where he’s hiding, no one knows. The only people who know are the ones who use it, and no one knows who the “One” are. Death the Kid... Soft tears “SoKiby Hello! It’s Blahtoon!Things have been strange since the
Kishin was defeated. The boy’s obsessive-compulsive disorder has worsened. And Soul’s reputation has grown VERY. Everyone at DWMA has changed for the sake of... Symmetry [Soul Eater Fanfic]by Niiikooowl~Death the boy has been sent on a mission that only harvesters can handle. But it was a turning point. The enemy was really symmetrical.
He doesn’t even have the guts to attack. He was about to... Complicated Loveby mortethekiddo8Soul x Death the Baby x Blackstar This was mainly my friend who wrotr this story but I decided to publish it without I think his good Go yaoi Enjoy the Death the Baby x Readerby CassandraYou know the usual. Your escape from the past. They’re taking
refuge in the DWMA. Making friends with people you shouldn’t. Falling in love with someone you didn’t expect. I know. FallencityDeath the Kid’s Symmetry Challenge is a full-time symmetry maniac, but when his father tells him his obsession with symmetry is keeping him from becoming a better reaper, Kid tries to...
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